02/08/10

12:03 am  Cpl Gamez/Ofc. C. Lopez- Assisted a disabled motorist on the 15000 Blk of Main Street.

5:00 am  Cpl Gamez/Ofc. C. Lopez – While on patrol observed an unsecured vehicle on Blume Drive.

10:02am  Cpl Dear- Dispatched to Fitness 4 Life for an activated burglar alarm.

10:35am  Cpl Dear- Assisted Bexar County Sheriff’s Office with a possible burglary in progress on IH 35. No offense occurred.


9:13pm  Cpl Gamez/Ofc. C. Lopez- Dispatched to the IH 35 Exit 133 for a disabled motorist.

02/09/10

12:25 am  Cpl Gamez/Ofc. C. Lopez- Dispatched to the McDonald’s parking lot for suspicious person(s).

2:14 am  Cpl Gamez/Ofc. C. Lopez- A security check on a building located on the 19700 Blk of IH 35 was found unsecured.


12:30pm  Sgt Reyes / Chief Priest – Dispatched to the Lytle Jr. High School in reference to a criminal mischief report. A student allegedly damaged a classmate’s notebook/binder.

2:00 pm  Sgt Reyes – Dispatched to Crawford Pharmacy for a minor accident. No injuries were reported.

3:05 pm  Sgt Reyes – Dispatched to the Lytle Apartments for found property.

3:45 pm  Sgt Reyes- Dispatched to the PD for a civil matter.
3:58 pm  Chief Priest – Dispatched to HEB to unlock a vehicle.

6:55 pm  Sgt Reyes – Dispatched to Main @ Cortez Road for debris on the roadway creating a traffic hazard.

8:00 pm  Ofc Hanson- Report of a criminal mischief done to a vehicle on White Cap Drive.

9:20 pm  Ofc Hanson – Dispatched to Lytle-Somerset for a welfare check on two pedestrians.

02/10/10

3:25 pm  Chief Priest - Complainant reported that he lost his wallet at HEB.

4:45 pm  Sgt Reyes / Chief Priest – Report of a verbal disturbance that occurred on First Street.

8:06 pm  Ofc Hanson – Dispatched to HEB parking lot for a minor accident.

4:05 am  Ofc Hanson – Activated Fire Alarm on the 15000 Blk of Main Street. False Report

02/11/10

10:30 pm  Cpl Dear - Complainant reported that he lost his wallet.

2:16pm  Cpl. Dear – Burn permit was issued for a controlled burn on the 18000 blk of Live Oak.

5:15 pm  Cpl Dear- Dispatched to Baby Huey’s for a burglary of a building. Unknown person(s) forcibly entered building and stole approximately $433.75.

9:15 pm  Cpl Gamez- Assisted a lost motorist with directions.

02/12/10

6:44 am  Cpl Dear – Assisted DPS with a traffic collision on the 18000 Blk of FM 2790.

8:55 am  Chief Priest – Complainant reported that her daughter’s cell phone was stolen during class at the Lytle Jr. High School.

3:45 pm  Cpl Dear- Released a found purse to rightful owner.

9:00 pm  Cpl Gamez/Ofc. C. Lopez- Dispatched to Dollar General to unlock a vehicle.

9:37 pm  Cpl Gamez/Ofc. C. Lopez- Spoke to Officer concerning incident with a relative. No offense occurred in LPD jurisdiction.
02/13/10


1:20 pm Ofc Torres / Ofc U. Ramirez – Dispatched to Dollar General for a vehicle parking dispute.

1:46 pm Ofc Torres / Ofc U. Ramirez- dispatched to Quicksilver Automotive for 911 hang up. Everything ok, it turned out to be phone problems.

4:18 pm Ofc Torres / Ofc U. Ramirez- Dispatched to Bill Miller to unlock a vehicle.

5:47 pm Ofc Torres / Ofc U. Ramirez- Dispatched to the HEB Gas Pumps for a gas theft of $10.11.

6:40 pm Ofc Torres – Assisted Lytle EMS with a patient at the Lytle Nursing Home.

10:10 pm Cpl Gamez/Ofc. C. Lopez- Dispatched to the 15000 Blk of Main for a suspicious noises.

11:00 pm Cpl Gamez/Ofc. C. Lopez- Assisted Lytle EMS with a patient on FM 3175.

02/14/10


4:38 am Cpl Gamez/Ofc. C. Lopez- Dispatched to Chevron Gas Station for a suspicious person.

9:30 am Sgt. Reyes – Complainant called the PD to report a disturbance occurring at the HEB.

9:30 am Sgt. Reyes – Dispatched to Quick Silver Automotive for an alarm call. False Alarm!

3:30 pm Sgt. Reyes – Dispatched to Jopling’s Inspection for a reported Burglary of a Motor Vehicle. Unknown person(s) took a tailgate from a parked truck without the owners consent.

11:41 pm Ofc. C. Lopez / Cpl. Gamez – Were dispatched to the Lytle Apartments for a reported disturbance. Mike Anthony Gomez (5/17/81) was arrested for Assault Causing Bodily Injury Family Violence Enhancement. Gomez was booked into the Atascosa County Jail.